I have tried to ignore it I really have… Especially with me being so close to finishing the Diana article.

Yet the Monkey-Kuntz just don’t know the meaning of ‘enough’.

I’m talking about the Swedish social wanker stabbed to death by the 15 year old migrant… Not that she was stabbed to death.

In fact the story is so fake even the Chimp refuse to have the courage of their convictions:

*Alexandra Mezher, 22, a Swedish social worker who was allegedly stabbed to death by a 15-year-old asylum seeker at a shelter for refugee children*

The operative word there being “allegedly”.

And as I say, the Chimp just could not leave it alone although that is par for the course with hoaxes.

Their latest embellishment of the old bollox now has a 200 strong, gang of marauding Swedish football hooligans, dressed from head to toe in black, randomly going around beating migrant children up:
A mob of black-clad masked men went on a rampage in and around Stockholm’s main train station last night beating up refugees and anyone who did not look like they were ethnically Swedish.

Before the attack, the group of 200 people handed out xenophobic leaflets with the message ‘Enough now’.

Swedish media reported that the thugs, allegedly linked to Sweden’s football hooligan scene, were targeting unaccompanied minors with a ‘foreign’ background. Source

Now to be honest I am at a loss as to why the hoogalon-boogalons have not been touted as terrapins.

So lets have a gander at that 200 strong bullies in action:

Well there isn’t 200 CGI, ISIS look alikes in that photo, which is to be expected since it is just made up old fanny to reinforce the government lie that all migrants are violent, thieving, sex offenders.

Indeed the cunts should be locked up for spreading racial hatred.

I mean, Alex Mezher – the stabbed social wanker – isn’t even a
real person.

Here, have a gander at the following photo:

Alex is supposedly the one on your right. However, they are the same person albeit her friends chin has been digitally altered.

Now check these comparisons out.
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A bird who is pregnant by an elder guy according to the Chimp

Some
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Shoreham victim Mark Trusslers sister

Pregnant bird

Trusslers Sister
Fucking marvelous what a bit of slap can do for a face, don’t cha think?

Now, do you remember the two Austrian teenagers who supposedly run away from home to join ISIS?

Here, let me remind you:

Two Austrian teens got way more than they bargained for when they abandoned their homes and families to become “poster girls” for ISIS terrorists, and now they desperately want to come home.

Samra Kesinovic, 17, and friend Sabina Selimovic, 15, would love to press the undo button on the last six months, during which they traded their comfortable existence in Europe for a life of evil engineered by terrorists. Continue reading

Look familiar?
Talk about a piss take!
Similarly, Karen Clarke, the (crisis actor) daughter of Glasgow bin-lorry-bollox driver, Harry Clarke has been busy of late – masquerading as a bird with a banana:

A motorist has been fined £145 and given three penalty points after she was caught eating a banana behind the wheel of her car when she was stuck in a traffic jam.

Elsa Harris was convicted of careless driving after a police officer saw her take her hand off the wheel while stationary so she could unpeel her fruit snack.

She appealed against the on-the-spot fine, insisting that she was in control of her car at all times – but at the last moment decided she had to plead guilty because she was destined to lose in court.

After admitting the charge of driving without due care and attention at Weymouth magistrates’ court, Ms Harris, 45, received an increased fine and penalty points. Source
Shall we go compare?

Why the fuck not.
Then again Karen Clarke has to be one of the busiest Crisis actors out there.

For instance she was also Karen Hogan who was in some old Chimp fanny about a bird with sagging skin.
She was also bigamist Faith Zerlineen (below).

And some old air who was fighting her step daughter over her late husband estate.

And worst of all, some bird called Michelle Birch, who’s daughter has cancer.
All the same, I have spent way too much time on this – see what I did there?

Won’t be long, see yaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa